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PRIME FILTERS IN MV-ALGEBRAS
COLIN G. BAILEY
Abstract. In this document we consider the prime spectrum of an MV-algebra with certain
natural operations. These are used to show connections between the classes of prime lattice
filters and prime implication filters.
1. Introduction
In the representation theorems for MV-algebras of Martinez ([1, 2]) and Martinez &
Priestley ([3]) much use was made of the function on filters: a 7→ Fa = {z | z→ a < F }.
For a fixed lattice filterF the set {Fa | a ∈ L} was shown to be linearly ordered. We begin
by analysing this result further using the kernel of a filter (defined below) and (in a later
paper) extend our analysis to define natural operations on filters that result in MV-algebras.
This process generalizes the notion of cuts in [0, 1]Q. The operations defined are closely
related to the operations on filters defined in [1, 2].
As is usual when studying filters in MV-algebras we need to be aware of the type of
filter – is it merely an order filter, or a lattice filter or an implication filter? Most of what
follows explores an interaction between order filters and implication filters.
Definition 1.1. LetF be any order filter. The set
Fa = {z | z→ a < F }
is called the subordinate ofF at a.
Proposition 1.2. LetF be any order filter and a < F . ThenFa is also an order filter that
does not contain a.
Fa is prime ifF is meet-closed, andFa is meet-closed ifF is prime.
Proof. 1→ a = a < F so that 1 ∈ Fa.
If z ≥ w ∈ Fa then z→ a ≤ w→ a < F and so we must have z→ a < F .
As a→ a = 1 ∈ F we see that a < Fa.
Suppose thatF is meet-closed. If x∨y ∈ Fa then (x∨y)→ a = (x→ a)∧(y→ a) < F .
Hence at least one of x → a and y → a cannot be in F – as it is meet-closed. Hence at
least one of x or y is inFa.
Suppose thatF is prime. If x, y ∈ Fa then (x∧ y)→ a = (x→ a)∨ (y→ a) is inF iff
x→ a ∈ F or y→ a ∈ F – asF is prime. As neither of these is true, x ∧ y ∈ Fa. 
We note that if a ∈ F thenFa = ∅ as we have z→ a ≥ a ∈ F for all z ∈ L.
Proposition 1.3. Let a ≤ b. ThenFb ⊆ Fa.
Proof. As z→ a ≤ z→ b for any z, if z→ b < F then neither is z→ a. 
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2 COLIN G. BAILEY
This tells us that the set {Fa | a < F } is directed up and down as if a, b < F then
Fa∨b ⊆ Fa ∩Fb andFa ∪Fb ⊆ Fa∧b.
The proposition also tells us that there is a largest filter in the family {Fa | a < F },
namelyF0 which we henceforth denote byF +.
Proposition 1.4. LetF ⊆ G be two order filters with a < G . Then
Ga ⊆ Fa.
Proof. As z→ a < G implies z→ a < F . 
Proposition 1.5. LetF be any order filter and a < F . Then
(Fa)a = F .
Proof.
z ∈ (Fa)a ⇐⇒ z→ a < Fa
⇐⇒ (z→ a)→ a = z ∨ a ∈ F
⇐⇒ z ∈ F
as a < F andF is prime. 
As a special case we have the following facts aboutF 7→ F +.
Corollary 1.6. LetF ⊆ G be two order filters. Then
(1) F + is a prime lattice filter.
(2) G + ⊆ F +.
(3) F ++ = F .
It is also worthwhile noting thatF + is equal to (L \F )∗ where X∗ = {¬x | x ∈ X}, and
thatF a prime filter implies L \F is a prime ideal.
At the lower limit of all the subordinates ofF we have its kernel.
Definition 1.7. The kernel of an order filterF is the set
K(F ) = {z | ∀a < F z→ a < F } .
Clearly K(F ) = ⋂a<F Fa.
The kernel (in its dual form, for ideals) can be also seen in [4].
2. Properties of K
Theorem 2.1. IfF is an order filter then K(F ) is an implication filter contained inF .
IfF is a prime filter then so is K(F ).
Proof. If x ∈ K(F ) and x ≤ y then for any a < F we have y → a ≤ x → a < F and so
y→ a < F . Hence y ∈ K(F ).
If x, y ∈ K(F ) and a < F then y → a < F and so (x ⊗ y) → a = x → (y → a) < F .
Hence K(F ) is ⊗-closed. Therefore it is also closed under ∧.
If a < F then a < Fa and so a < K(F ). Hence K(F ) ⊆ F .
If x, y < K(F ) then we have ax and ay not in F with x → ax ∈ F and y → ay ∈ F .
Then, taking a = ax ∨ ay we see that a < F (as F is prime) and x → a ∈ F and
y→ a ∈ F . Therefore (x ∨ y)→ a = (x→ a) ∧ (y→ a) ∈ F and so x ∨ y < K(F ). 
Proposition 2.2. IfF is an implication filter thenF = K(F ).
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Proof. Let f ∈ F . If f < K(F ). Then there is some a < F with f → a ∈ F . As
f → a ∈ F and f ∈ F we have a ∈ F – contradiction. Hence f ∈ K(F ). 
Theorem 2.3. LetF be any order filter. Then
K(F ) = {z | ∀ f ∈ F f ⊗ z ∈ F } .
Proof.
z ∈ K(F ) ⇐⇒ ∀a < F z→ a < F
⇐⇒ ∀a < F∀ f ∈ F¬( f ≤ z→ a)
⇐⇒ ∀a < F∀ f ∈ F¬( f ⊗ z ≤ a)
⇐⇒ ∀ f ∈ F¬( f ⊗ z ∈ L \F )
⇐⇒ ∀ f ∈ F f ⊗ z ∈ F .

It is immediate from this theorem that
Corollary 2.4.
K([p, 1]) = {q | q ⊗ p = p} .
We need to later use this for linearly ordered MV-algebras in which case further simpli-
fication occurs.
Proposition 2.5. If L is linearly ordered and p > 0 then
K([p, 1]) = {1} .
Proof. Let ¬p < q < 1. We will show that q ⊗ p < p. Obviously there is no need to
consider q ≤ ¬p.
Consider the set p→ [0, p] = {p→ r | r ≤ p} = [¬p, 1]. This contains q and so there is
an r ≤ p with p → r = q. As q < 1 we know r < p. But now r = p ⊗ (p → r) = p ⊗ q <
p. 
K(F ) has a very special property with respect to quotients. For any implication filter
Q we let ηQ : L → L/Q denote the canonical epimorphism, and X/Q the image of any
subset of L.
Theorem 2.6. LetF be any order filter, andP any implication filter. Then
η−1P [F /P] = F iff P ⊆ K(F ).
Proof. Suppose that η−1P [F /P] = F and f ∈ F , p ∈ P. Then ηP(p⊗ x) = ηP(x)⊗ ηP( f ) =
ηP( f ) ∈ F /P. Hence p ⊗ x ∈ η−1P [F /P] = F . By the theorem 2.3 we have P ⊆ K(F ).
Conversely, suppose P ⊆ K(F ) is an implication filter. Let h ∈ η−1P [F /P]. Then there
is some f ∈ F with f → h ∈ P and h → f ∈ P. Thus f → h ∈ K(F ). If h < F then
f → h ∈ Fh and so ( f → h) → h = f ∨ h < F – which is absurd as f ∈ F . Thus
η−1P [F /P] ⊆ F . The other direction is immediate. 
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3. Interactions between K and subordination
We begin by computing the kernel of F +. In what follows we are primarily interested
in prime filters, although some results hold more generally.
Proposition 3.1. LetF be any order filter. Then
K(F ) = K(F +).
Proof. Let z ∈ K(F ). Now
w ∈ K(F +) iff a < F + implies w→ a < F +
iff ¬a ∈ F implies w ⊗ ¬a ∈ F
iff w ⊗ ¬a < F implies ¬a < F
iff ¬a ∈ F implies w ⊗ ¬a ∈ F
iff b ∈ F implies w ⊗ b ∈ F
iff b ∈ K(F ).

We want to extend this to all subordinates. Our approach is indirect, we work in the
interval [a, 1] to studyFa – using the induced MV-structure on this interval. However we
need some idea of the relationship between the K[a,1] and K = KL.
Definition 3.2. LetF be any order filter. ThenF ≥a = F ∩ [a, 1] is the localization ofF
to [a, 1].
Proposition 3.3. Let F be any order filter. Let a ≤ b in L. Let G = (Fb)≥a and H be(
F ≥a
)
b as computed in [a, 1].
Then G =H .
Proof. If y ∈H then y→ b ≥ b ≥ a and so y→ b < F iff y→ b < F ≥a. Hence y ∈ G .
If y ∈ G then y ≥ a and y→ b < F and so y ∈H . 
Proposition 3.4. IfF is any prime filter and a < F then
K[a,1](F ≥a) = K(F )≥a.
Proof. From the last proposition we know that if b ∈ [a, 1]\F ≥a then b < F and (F ≥a)b =
Fb ∩ [a, 1]. Hence
K[a,1](F ≥a) =
⋂
b∈[a,1]\F≥a
(
F ≥a
)
b
=
( ⋂
b∈[a,1]\F
Fb
)
∩ [a, 1]
⊇
(⋂
b<F
F
)
∩ [a, 1]
= K(F ) ∩ [a, 1].
Conversely, if z ≥ a and z < K(F ) then there is some w < F with z → w ∈ F . Hence
z → (w ∨ a) = (z → w) ∨ (z → a) ∈ F ∩ [a, 1], ie z < Fw∨a ∩ [a, 1]. As F is prime,
w ∨ a < F and so z < K[a,1](F ≥a). 
Now we notice that from the point of view of [a, 1] we have
(
F ≥a
)+ is exactly (F ≥a)a =
F ≥aa . Hence we have
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Lemma 3.5.
K[a,1](F ≥a) = K[a,1](F ≥aa ).
Proof. Apply proposition 3.1. 
And so we have
K(F )≥a = K[a,1](F ≥a) = K[a,1](F ≥aa ) = K(Fa)≥a.
It turns out that this is enough to give us out theorem.
Theorem 3.6. LetF be any prime filter and a < F . Then
K(F ) = K(Fa).
Proof. Let z ∈ K(F ). Then z ∨ a ∈ K(F ) ∩ [a, 1] = K(Fa) ∩ [a, 1]. As K(Fa) is prime
and a < Fa (and hence not in K(Fa)) we must have z ∈ K(Fa).
The converse works as (Fa)a = F . 
4. Ordering on Filters
In this section we show that the order on {Fa | a ∈ L} is naturally isomorphic to a lower
interval of L/K(F ).
Now let us fix on a prime filterF and letK = K(F ). Let η be the canonical epimor-
phism from L to L/K .
Proposition 4.1.
(F /K )η(a) = Fa/K .
Proof.
[x] ∈ (F /K )η(a) ⇐⇒ [x]→ [a] = [x→ a] < F /K
⇐⇒ x→ a < F asK = K(F )
⇐⇒ x ∈ Fa
⇐⇒ [x] ∈ Fa/K asK = K(Fa).

Corollary 4.2.
Fa = η
−1[(F /K )η(a)]
Proof. AsFa = η−1[Fa/K ] = η−1[(F /K )η(a)]. 
Corollary 4.3. If η(a) ≤ η(b) thenFb ⊆ Fa, with equality if η(a) = η(b).
Proof. Equality is immediate from the last corollary. The inequality follows from propo-
sition 1.4. 
We aim to show that the converse of this theorem is also true and so get a complete
description of the ordering on the set {Fa | a ∈ L}. First we have the easy case.
Proposition 4.4. IfFa = F0 then η(a) = η(0).
Proof. η(a) = η(0) iff ¬a ∈ K(F ). Suppose thatF0 = Fa but ¬a < K(F ). Then there is
some b < F with ¬a → b ∈ F , ie ¬b → a ∈ F and so ¬b < Fa = F0. Hence b must be
inF – contradiction. 
Lemma 4.5. LetFa ⊆ Fb. Then
(i) Fb = Fa∧b and
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(ii) Fa = Fa∨b.
Proof. (i) As a ∧ b ≤ b we haveFb ⊆ Fa∧b.
If y → (a ∧ b) = (y → a) ∧ (y → b) < F then at least one of y → a or y → b is
not inF and so y ∈ Fa ∩Fb = Fb.
(ii) As a ≤ a ∨ b we haveFa∨b ⊆ Fa.
If y ∈ Fa then y is also in Fb and so y → a and y → b are not in F . As F is
prime, we have y→ (a ∨ b) = (y→ a) ∨ (a→ b) < F .

Theorem 4.6. LetF be a prime filter with a, b < F .
(i) If a ≤ b andFa = Fb then η(a) = η(b).
(ii) IfFa = Fb then η(a) = η(b).
(iii) IfFa ⊆ Fb then η(a) ≥ η(b).
Proof. (i) Given a ≤ b and Fa = Fb we also have F ≥aa = F ≥ab . Now we can ap-
ply proposition 4.4 on [a, 1] to get ηK[a,1] (F )(a) = ηK[a,1] (F )(b) and so b → a ∈
K[a,1](F ≥a) = K(F )≥a ⊆ K(F ) and so η(a) = η(b).
(ii) AsFa = Fa∧b = Fb we can take part (i) with a ∧ b and a and then with a ∧ b and b
to get η(a) = η(a ∧ b) = η(b).
(iii) AsFa = Fa∨b we have η(a) = η(a ∨ b) = η(a) ∨ η(b) and so η(a) ≥ η(b).

We note that if P is a prime implication filter then Pa = η−1P [][a]P, 1]] for all a < P – as
x ∈ Pa iff x → a < P iff [x] → [a] < 1 iff [a] < [x]. Thus the set of all {Pa | a ∈ L} is a
copy of L/P.
5. Kernels and Joins
There are a number of other naturally occurring filters whose kernel we can compute.
Definition 5.1. LetF be any filter, P any implication filter. Then
J(F , P) = η−1P [F /P].
It is clear that bothF and P are contained in J(F , P).
Proposition 5.2. If P and Q are two implication filters then
P ∨ Q = J(P,Q).
Proof. As noted above we have P ∨ Q ⊆ J(P,Q).
Let x ∈ J(P,Q). Then there is some p ∈ P with x ∼ p mod Q. As this implies
x = x ∨ x ∼ p ∨ x mod Q we will assume that x ≤ p and so p → x ∈ Q. Now we have
x = x ∧ p = p ⊗ (p→ x) ∈ P ∨ Q. 
Thus J is a generalization of join of filters – one of several possible generalizations.
We will consider the case that P is a prime implication filter. J(F , P) is the preimage
of a prime filter in L/P and so must be prime. Therefore K(J(F , P)) is also a prime
implication filter that must contain P.
We now show that K(F ) is contained in K(J(F , P)).
Proposition 5.3. K(F ) ⊆ K(J(F , P)).
Proof. Let x ∈ J and z ∈ K(F ). Then there is some f ∈ F with f ∼ x mod P and so
z ⊗ f ∼ z ⊗ x. As z ⊗ f ∈ F we must have z ⊗ x ∈ J. 
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Hence
K(F ) ∨ P ⊆ K(J(F , P)).
We aim to show that these two sets are actually equal, provided J(F , P) , L.
Lemma 5.4. LetF be any order filter and Q any implication filter. Then
η−1Q [K(F /Q)] = K(η−1Q [F /Q]).
Proof. Let [x] ∈ K(F /Q) and y ∈ η−1Q [F /Q]. Then [y] ∈ F /Q so that [x⊗y] = [x]⊗[y] ∈
F /Q. Hence x ⊗ y ∈ η−1Q [F /Q]. As this holds for all such y we have x ∈ K(η−1Q [F /Q]).
Conversely, if x ∈ K(η−1Q [F /Q]) and [y] ∈ F /Q then y ∈ η−1Q [F /Q] so that x ⊗ y ∈
η−1Q [F /Q] and hence [x] ⊗ [y] = [x ⊗ y] ∈ F /Q. Hence [x] ∈ K(F /Q). 
There are two cases to our problem:
Case 1: P ⊆ K(F ); and
Case 2: P 1 K(F ).
5.1. Case 1. If P ⊆ K(F ) then J(F , P) = η−1P [F /P] = F by theorem 2.6.
5.2. Case 2. Let P′ = P ∨ K(F ). This is strictly bigger than K(F ) and so η−1P′ [F /P′] ,
F . This means there is a coset [`] with F ∩ [`] , ∅ , [`] \F and so F /P′ is actually
principal, with lower endpoint [`].
As J , L we know that [`] > [0] and the kernel of a nontrivial principal filter in a linear
order is {1}. Hence
K(η−1P′ [F /P′]) = η−1P′ [K(F /P′)] = ηP′ [{1}] = P′.
Now we recall the natural isomorphism between (L/P) / (P′/P) and L/P′ that restricts
to an isomorphism onF . We will use this to establish our result.
Lemma 5.5. P′/P ⊆ K(F /P).
Proof. Let [q] ∈ P′/P and [ f ] ∈ F /P for some f ∈ F . Then we have q ∼ k ∧ p ∼ k
mod P for some k ∈ K(F ) and so [q] ⊗ [ f ] = [k] ⊗ [ f ] = [k ⊗ f ] ∈ F /P. 
It follows from this lemma that
η−1P′/P[(F /P) /
(
P′/P
)
] = F /P
but we know that (F /P) / (P′/P) is essentially F /P′ and so principal with kernel {1}.
Hence we have
KL/P(F /P) = KL/P(η−1P′/P[(F /P) /
(
P′/P
)
]) = η−1P′/P[KL/P′ (F /P′)] = P′/P
and finally we have
K(J(F , P)) = K(η−1P [F /P])
= η−1P [K(F /P)]
= η−1P [P
′/P]
= P′.
The above results prove the theorem.
Theorem 5.6. LetF be any prime lattice filter, and P any prime implication filter. Then
K(J(F , P)) = K(F ) ∨ P.
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5.3. Arbitrary Joins. It is well known that every filter is the intersection of the prime
filters that contain it. We can refine this somewhat and get an intersection toF of a family
of prime filters whose kernels intersect to K(F ).
Proposition 5.7. Let µS be the set of minimal prime filters. Then
F =
⋂
m∈µS
J(F ,m).
Proof. We know that each J(F ,m) is a prime filter containingF and soF ⊆RHS.
Conversely, if P is any prime filter containing F then there is a minimal prime filter
m ⊆ K(P) ⊆ P. Hence J(F ,m) = η−1m [F /m] ⊆ η−1m [P/m] = P.
Therefore the given intersection is contained in
⋂{
P
∣∣∣ F ⊆ P and P prime}. 
Corollary 5.8. LetF be any filter. Then
K(F ) =
⋂
m∈µS
K(J(F ,m)).
Proof. This is a special case of the proposition asK(J(F ,m)) = K(F )∨m = J(K(F ),m).

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